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Abstract 

 

Technical and Pedagogical Overview of Paul Rolland's The Teaching of Action in 

String Playing 

by 

 

Aaron Andrew LaVallee, MMusic 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

Supervisor: Laurie Scott 

 

 This report provides a broad technical and pedagogical overview of Paul 

Rolland's teaching method, as found in The Teaching of Action in String Playing (1974), 

and accompanying film series of the same title. Through this report, the reader will come 

to understand important fundamental violin playing techniques, which may be applied at 

all levels of violin playing. Rolland's unique movement training exercises, called “Action 

Studies,”1 present material in a carefully organized sequence of objectives designed to 

optimize learning and performance in all facets of instruction (Action Studies are 

distinguished from other tasks by use of quotation and capitalization throughout the 

report). The Rolland method is pedagogically unique in that it emphasizes basic concepts 

and ideas (rather than “notes and tunes,”2) and cultivates an acute awareness of the body's 

movements. While pedagogically innovative, Rolland's violin playing principles drew 

influence from many great string pedagogues of the past, including Dr. F.A. Steinhausen, 

Carl Flesch, and Shinichi Suzuki. Additionally, Rolland was greatly influenced by the 

work of British Speech Teacher Frederick Matthias Alexander, and kinesiology scientist 
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Frances A. Hellebrandt, M.D. For the purpose of accurately expounding Rolland's topical 

thirty-two unit course of study, this report is organized in sections corresponding with the 

chapters of The Teaching of Action in String Playing.                   
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Background and Guidelines for Instruction 

 The Teaching of Action in String Playing (1974) was written by Paul Rolland, 

with Marla Mutschler, as a two-year comprehensive teaching guide and course for 

beginning violin and viola students. It was created at the University of Illinois String 

Research Project (henceforth “the Project”), along with a video series documenting the 

work, with the aid of a four-year government grant. The hypothesis of Rolland's work 

was that “movement training”3 can be introduced in an organized program of instruction, 

and that this program would result in “faster learning and better performance in all facets 

of instruction.”4 Also included in the work is a chapter devoted to a scientific 

understanding of body movement and kinesiology by F.A. Hellebrandt, M.D., entitled 

“Control and Regulation of Voluntary Movement.”5

 Although the Project was designed for teaching violin and viola, with 

adjustments, the principles and materials are also applicable to the cello and double bass. 

The Project materials were tested in an extensive two-year trial involving twenty-two 

teaching centers in Illinois, as well as additional out-of-state testing centers. The 

cooperating teachers reported improvement in their teaching methods and increased 

motivation among their students.

  

6

 The two main components of the Project are the film series and the book. 

Although each may be used independently, they are designed to reinforce one another. 

The video series was created in order to demonstrate motions which are difficult to 

describe in words, but can be easily seen on film.

  

7 
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 Although the films and corresponding chapters were created with a topical 

organization, it is important for the teacher to understand that various topics are to be 

taught simultaneously, as is evidenced in the Suggested Curriculum guide.8 Rolland's 

plan offers a point of departure, and should not be followed as an “inflexible program of 

instruction.”9

 Review of motion skills learned in action studies, as in any discipline requiring 

highly refined actions and coordination, is hugely important.

 Any number of musical materials may be used by the teacher in tandem 

with the Rolland method, as long as they serve as vehicles for reinforcement of concepts 

presented. The action studies suggested may be presented in any number of combinations 

as relating to rhythmic activities and musical materials being worked on by the student.  

10 While many of the actions 

may be introduced to students within their first year of instruction, they will need to 

continue developing and refining these skills throughout their study. Teaching through 

demonstration is encouraged to inspire and motivate students; and many of the actions 

can be taught by rote. Additionally, the teacher may provide manual assistance to 

students in the classroom to save time, as this type of communication is often “more 

effective than words.”11

 

 It is recommended that the students stand during all (or most) of 

the class period to promote a relaxed posture and proper hold of the instrument.  
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Control and Regulation of Voluntary Movement 

 Rolland was a proponent of the direct relationship between physiological 

activities and neurological development, and believed that such factors influenced 

learning.12

 Movement education and rhythm training lead to ideo-kinetic control, 
which provides substrate for skill. Specific technique training leads to physio-
kinetic control which expedites technical learning, hastens habituation of 
technical skills, and opens the door to musical process.

 In order to highlight recent trends in kinesiology, and identify their application 

to movement in string playing, Rolland devoted this chapter to the scientific study of 

bodily movement by Frances A. Hellebrandt, M.D. Dr. Hellebrandt outlined the learning 

process, in string playing, as found in Rolland method as follows:  

13
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Philosophy 

 According to Rolland, “Tone, on a stringed instrument, can only be produced 

through movement.”14 Movement can be divided into two categories: physiological and 

physical. Physiological movements relate “to the various functions of the body while 

playing: balance, synergy of movements, types of movements (swinging, sustained, 

passive, active movements), tension, excessive tension, static tension, and relaxation.”15 

Physical movements relate to physical properties of motion, including: “speed and weight 

of the moving bow arm; starting, accelerating, decelerating, changing direction, and 

stopping.”16

 It was Rolland's philosophy that string playing should be goal-oriented, and not 

focused on details. For example, when we eat food, our attention is on the taste, smell, 

and texture of our meal with little attention to menial actions, such as the movements of 

the tongue, or lips. In order to get to the point of “blissful”

 Rolland believed that an understanding of these movements is integral to 

learning and teaching in great string playing, as is suggested in his book title, The 

Teaching of Action in String Playing.  

17

 Rolland describes two types of learning channels: “developmental and 

remedial.”

 non-concern with technical 

details, we need to have a clear understanding of how good facility operates: while 

chewing may come naturally to all, violin playing does not.  

18 In these types of learning respectively new material is introduced, and 

already learned impressions are deepened and refined. In developmental teaching, it is 
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important that the teacher not become enamored with repertoire based progress, and 

overlook the deeper learning characterized by substance and quality.  

 Rolland praises the Suzuki method for its use of “constant review and 

refinement.”19 In order to ensure substance and quality, remedial learning should always 

be present in developmental learning, with the proportion of the two varying with the 

level of student's playing. In Rolland’s own words, “old habits and reflexes must be 

replaced with new motion patterns.”20
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Violin Playing Principles 

 Paul Rolland drew information and influence from many great string pedagogues. 

Rolland studied violin under Dezsö Rados (Budapest, Hungary), who over-hauled his 

playing through teaching “relaxation and body mechanics;” and Imre Waldbauer at the 

Royal Hungarian Academy, who introduced him to Dr. F.A. Steinhausen's philosophies 

as found in Die Physiologio der Bogenführung (1902).21 Steinhausen’s book helped 

shape Rolland's ideas about violin playing- in particular regards to bow arm movements. 

Other influential pedagogues include Shinichi Suzuki, Wilhelm Trendelburg, and Carl 

Flesch.22

 Through Carl Flesch's influence, Rolland incorporated the use of rhythmic 

movements of the body into his method. Furthermore, due to influences of Alexander 

Technique, kinesiology, and publications by several renowned pedagogues, Rolland came 

to understand the underlying connectivity between all bodily movements.

 

23 Rolland 

termed “Total Body Action” as the goal of his method which attempts to describe the 

“almost undetectable” movements found in a well balanced, relaxed state of playing.24 

More specifically, Rolland employed “correct posture, position, and freedom of 

movement” to elicit “expressive performance, better tone and technique.”25

 

 

Total Body Action and Balance  

 Playing occurs with minimum effort when our body and playing position are fully 

balanced.26 In order to prevent static tensions in the body, we must keep key joints, 
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muscles, and limbs flexible and moving. Because the majority of beginning violin 

students have a tendency to freeze their left arm and shoulder, Rolland introduces 

students to low, middle, and high positions (through shifting exercises using left hand 

pizzicato and harmonics) at the beginning of instruction. Rather than attempting to 

directly control student's breathing, the Project emphasized comfort, balance, and free 

movement, with the assumption that normal breathing would occur naturally.27 

 In violin playing, as well as sports, good leveraging facilitates action. “The 

greater the distance between the fulcrum and the application of power, the better the 

leverage and the easier the work.”

 

28 

 

It is for this reason that it is a mistake to over-

emphasize small movements of the body (fingers and hands), as these movements stem 

from larger motions of the entire arm and body.  

Balance in Bowing  

 Three important variables of bowing that impact tone production are “bow 

pressure, bow speed and contact point.”29 The closer the bow is to the bridge, the more 

resistance the string offers. Contrastingly, the further away the bow is from the bridge, 

the less resistance offered. This means that in order to produce the same tone at the 

bridge as one does near the fingerboard, the bow must slow at the bridge (where there is 

greater friction), and speed up at the fingerboard (where there is less friction). Much of 

the sound we produce can be attributed to the weight of the bow itself, except for at the 

tip, where the natural weight of the bow dwindles. In order to make up for this difference, 
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we must add more weight to the bow with our bow arm. Contrastingly, at the frog, the 

natural weight of the bow is very high, and in order to counterbalance that increase in 

pressure, we need to reduce weight by slightly lifting our bow arm.30

 

 

Balance in Repetitious Movements 

 Repetitious movements are frequent in string playing, as evidenced in détaché, 

spiccato, sautillé, tremolo, vibrato, and trills. There is a natural human tendency to tighten 

when seeing faster notes on the page, causing tension and binding of the muscles.31 To 

counterbalance this, in fast bow stokes, the player must understand that two notes can 

actually be played with one impulse through a lightening of the weight on the return bow. 

In essence, “the arm returns to its starting position without additional effort.”32 This 

concept helps one relax, play evenly, and use less energy in faster bow strokes. Similarly, 

the balanced use of arm movement in vibrato greatly aids relaxation, and increases 

stamina. In Rolland’s words: “The back and fourth movements of the hand and forearm 

may be balanced by very small, almost invisible, rotary movements of the upper arm.”33

 Fast movements of the bow are initiated with a thrust of energy that resemble 

“ballistic movements.”

 

34 Following the initial release of energy, the muscles of the arm 

should become passive and allow the bow to coast. The left hand fingers extend slightly 

for down bows, and bend for up-bows. Because faster bow speed deletes friction between 

the bow and the string, sink into the string with arm weight for faster movements. To 
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compare this with automobiles, a heavier loaded vehicle will have more traction and 

stability at higher speeds than a lighter vehicle.35

 

 

Anticipation 

 Physical anticipation of movement is a key principle both in bowing and left hand 

actions.36

 In shifting, anticipation is key: it takes time to get from one position to another, 

and the player must therefore begin the shift slightly ahead of time. To aid in this motion, 

the left arm should “lean in the direction of the shift.”

 Preparatory movements help the player avoid abrupt starts, and uneven tone, 

and should be gauged depending on the musical context. For example, if the passage is 

fast and fortissimo, the player will want their anticipatory movement to reflect that 

energy; and if the passage is more delicate, the movement should be calm.  

37 In ascending shifts, the elbow 

leans slightly to the right, and in descending shifts, slightly to the left. The faster the 

movement, the more the arm should lean in anticipation. In Rolland’s words, “The arm 

should be capable of swinging in or out at all times, and must not be held rigidly.”38

 

 This 

swinging motion helps unify the fingers, hand, and arm during the shift. 

Balance in Follow-through  

 Follow-through movements, well-known in sports, form the basis of good bowing 

technique. In order to avoid abrupt stops in bowing, the player will need to follow 

through when finishing a stroke. Follow-through at the end of stokes “spend the kinetic 
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energy of the arm and bow as the movement ends.”39 Without these movements, the 

antagonist muscles of the arm halt the motion of the bow in an abrupt manor. Follow-

through is important during short rests, and in phrasing, because each movement is the 

“forerunner”40 of the next. It actually takes the player more energy not to follow through, 

and stop the sound suddenly than it does to “follow-up.”41

 

 

Balance in Bow Changes  

 With the exception of fast or short strokes, a slight transfer of body weight should 

occur during bow changes, passing through the upper arm, forearm, hand, fingers, and 

bow.42 This takes place on such a subtle level that it is not always visible to the naked 

eye. Rolland explains: “In ideally sequenced motions, the upper arm changes its direction 

by a very slight rotary motion while the forearm completes the previous stroke; the hand, 

fingers, and bow complete the stroke after the forearm has changed directions.”43

 In fast bow changes, the movements of the arm resemble a pendulum swing. 

Continuous swinging can be achieved through “interplay of the forearm and rotary upper 

arm movement.”

 

44 Through continuous swinging motion, the player actually uses less 

energy than it would take to produce a series of single isolated movements. The wrist and 

fingers may contribute to these movements, but they are secondary motions to the large 

movements of the forearm and upper arm. The criteria for a good bow change boils down 

to “consistency of sound, movement, and accurate articulation.”45 The player should not 

speed up the bow at the bow changes, or completely stop the bow. In order to aid in bow 
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changes, a “slight looping of the arm [in the direction of the new string],”46 and small 

turning of the stick [away from the player] can assure the smoothness of motion and 

sound. Ultimately, it is up to the student’s ear to determine the quality of their bow 

changes, and to decide whether to use silent bow changes versus articulated changes, or 

even accenting changes.47

 

 

Balance in String Crossings  

 The same philosophy of bow changes also applies to string crossings: the player 

should attempt to attain “continuity of movement,”48

 According to Rolland, in slow strokes, string crossings should be sequenced with 

the upper arm leading, and the hand following. The upper arm should anticipate the 

coming of the new string before changing to avoid a disrupted string crossing sound. 

Anticipation of string crossings is greatly important at the tip of the bow, “where the arc 

[of arm motion] is much greater than at the frog.”

 and avoid sharp or abrupt changes. 

As suggested by Eugène Ysaÿe, all string crossings should reflect the curvature of the 

bridge. Rolland qualifies Ysaÿe’s statement through describing string crossings in both 

fast and slow strokes. 

49 In fast strokes, this auxiliary 

movement may occur in either the arm or hand depending on the passage. When the 

string crossing occurs in a continuous fast passage, it is best to use balanced arm 

movements. Because string crossing movements require continuous horizontal, vertical, 
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and rotary movements in the bow arm, they are a strong tool in developing “well-

coordinated bowing.”50
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Rhythm Training 

 In musical performance, the movements of the player must be governed by pulse 

and rhythm.51 Rolland therefore devotes a chapter to rhythm training exercises that are 

recommended for use (in some form) in every lesson during the first two years of study. 

According to Rolland, good rhythm will better organize the movements of the player.52 

Rolland introduces many basic exercises for practicing rhythm, some involving the 

instrument, and many completely away from it. For example, you could bring in a piece 

of music with a well defined beat, and “1. March to the pulse of the music, using large, 

free movements. Swing your arms and pick up your feet. Have a good time! 2. Tap the 

pencil or clap the pulse of the music. 3. March, clap, or tap with accents on the pulse of 

the music.”53

 Other methods used in this chapter to help students discover pulse include: 

clapping to the beat; stepping on the notes and waving on the wrests; striking the 

fingertips against the left collarbone; “Tapping”

 There are an unlimited variety of ways to teach rhythmic actions, and in 

order to best benefit the student, the teacher should try to incorporate music the student 

will later learn to play.  

54 on the fingerboard (whereby students 

reach around to tap the top plate of the instrument to the left of the lowest string); 

“Shadow Bowing”55 on the left shoulder through a tube, which helps to keep the bow 

strait; imitating rhythms on the open strings with left hand pizzicato (which also 

strengthens the fingers); and right hand pizzicato.  
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 We are next introduced to reading rhythms as written notes on a page. In 

Rolland’s simplest rhythmic action studies, movement always coincides with the beat. 

Actions are then combined with rests and subdivisions of the pulse (eighth notes and 

eighth rests), which are performed simultaneously. Finally, the sixteenth note is 

introduced, followed by the half note, dotted half note, half wrest, whole wrest, tie, 

triplet, and syncopation. In later chapters of this study (and thereby at a later point of 

development) students are introduced to more complicated rhythmic patterns.  
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Establishing the Violin Hold 

 Establishing a good violin hold is important to successful violin playing, as it 

greatly influences “shifting, vibrato, and bowing.”56 The player should have balanced 

support, and avoid over-gripping. The head should be slightly flexible, while much of the 

instrument's weight is supported through the chin wrest, and some weight supported by 

the left arm. In order to hold the instrument properly, the teacher must appropriately 

gauge the size of instruments for each student. To find the appropriate size violin for your 

student, ask him/her to reach around the scroll of the instrument with the violin in playing 

position. “The second finger should reach completely around the scroll with the left arm 

slightly bent.”57

 The chinrest should have a low point when viewed horizontally, and should slope 

downward, as skin irritations can occur when the jawbone presses on a high ridge. The 

player with a “fleshy jaw” should use a flat chinrest.

 

58 The longer the player’s neck, the 

longer the chinrest needs to be. If the player has short arms, they may prefer a centerpiece 

chinrest, which moves the instrument higher on the shoulder.59

 There are several differing views concerning the use of a shoulder pad. Some 

performers only use the lapels of their coat, while others use additional padding under 

their lapels, and some use pads externally fastened to the instrument. Students should 

avoid using shoulder pads that are too large. A small sponge, cloth, or rolled washcloth is 

recommended. 

  

60  
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 Parents should provide a mirror on the wall of students practice rooms. The 

student should pattern his movements based on the teachers modeling, as well as the 

observation of “great artists.” This tool is important for the student to establish good 

position and playing form.61

 Student's violins should be equipped with tuners to speed up the tuning process, 

and allow students to participate in tuning. The teacher should involve the student in this 

process from the very beginning: students can learn to hear perfect fifths at an earlier 

stage than was thought possible. 

  

62

 

 The instrument should not be taken out of the child's 

hand, rather the teacher should have them play the open strings and tune while they 

observe and listen.  

Stance 

 While students are becoming accustomed to the left hand shape, they are 

introduced to the concept of a “balanced stance.”63 Rolland believed that stance should 

permit the greatest flexibility of movement, yet still provide support for the instrument.64 

Students are to stand with their legs a few inches apart, in the shape of a “V,” with a 

slight space between their heals to steady the stance. Rolland quoted F.A Hellebrandt in 

substantiating this position: “When the feet are together, our stance is unsettled.”65

 In the Project, natural sway was encouraged to prevent static tension. 

Furthermore, students are encouraged to move weight from one foot to another to aid 

bowing movement. The larger share of weight should wrest upon the left foot most of the 
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time in order to give mobility to the right arm. When playing at the frog, the weight 

should be the same on both feet. If stiffness remains, a slight flexing of the knees may be 

all they need to loosen up. To test a student’s flexibility and balance, move him slightly 

by the scroll, enabling his body to rock back and fourth.66

 In order to teach weight shifting to students early on, the Rolland method teaches 

“Flying Pizzicato,”

 

67 in which the direction of body movement opposes the direction of 

the right arm. This type of movement is referred to as bilateral. Rolland refers to Carl 

Flesch as a source for using unilateral movements in slow, long bow strokes; but even in 

these strokes, one should shift the body weight slightly in anticipation of the bow stroke 

before the change.68 Weight shifting should also occur in the sitting position, where 

mobility in the hips will substitute for the more passive role of the legs.69

 “Flying Pizzicato”

 

70 is designed to emulate the motion of the body when playing 

bow strokes. The student begins with weight balanced on both feet, and plucks the string 

in a counter-clockwise circular motion (as if playing a down bow). During the pizzicato, 

the weight of the body simultaneously transfers to the left foot. As the hand circles back 

to the string, the weight once again becomes balanced between the feet. As the right arm 

approaches the instrument, the violin scroll should move towards the bow; and as the 

bow arm leaves the instrument, the scroll should move away (bilateral movement). Flying 

pizzicato may be practiced on open strings with accompanying melodies played by the 

teacher. 
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 Rolland next introduces the “Case Walk:” 71 an action which develops muscles 

used to support the violin, and encourages correct posture. The teacher should play a 

recording of a “lively march” while students step to the pulse and carry their cases above 

their heads. Employ the students to reach as high above their head as they can before 

placing the case down quickly and placing the instrument in playing position. Rolland 

says, “notice how light it feels!” 72

 The “Statue of Liberty”

 

73

 In “Balancing a Ball”

 action study teaches students good posture, and to place 

the violin without the use of the right hand. To accomplish the “Statue of Liberty,” the 

student moves the left foot out (to playing position), and simultaneously raises the violin 

high (while grasping it in the middle positions), at the same angle at the Statue of Liberty. 

Once the student can see the back of the instrument, the student then places the 

instrument on the left shoulder with the tail button pointing towards the throat.  

74

 

 action study, correct angle and height of the violin is a 

must, encouraging erect posture. This action is accomplished through balancing a ping-

pong (or rubber) ball on the G and D strings near the bridge.  

Securing the Instrument  

 There are several different schools of thought regarding the support of the 

instrument. Some teachers advocate total support by the chin and shoulder, while others 

say the violin should be supported by the chin, shoulder, and left hand- also known as the 

“bridge”75 principle. Rolland's philosophy is that the support depends on the particular 
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passage. While the “bridge” offers a more relaxed approach, there are times when the 

chin and shoulder must supply almost all of the support to free the left hand.  

 While many teachers restrict beginning students to the first position, Rolland 

warns this practice may lead to the development of excessive left arm tension. The 

“Shuttle”76 action is therefore introduced to alleviate these problems. In it, students shift 

between first and fifth positions with the fingers floating on top of the string; and after a 

few weeks of instruction, the shifting is extended to include the upper positions of the 

fingerboard. This exercise promotes flexibility in the left shoulder, encourages correct 

violin hold, and paves the way for shifting exercises. Rolland also provides exercises for 

“Left Arm Swinging” games that promote freedom in the left arm and shoulder through 

moving the elbow left and right while holding the violin. 77

 The final exercise Rolland uses to promote the violin hold is “Tapping.” 

  

78

 

 The 

student holds the violin in playing position, with the left hand in the middle positions, and 

thumb under the neck. The student then reaches around to tap the top plate of the 

instrument to the left of the lowest string. This action promotes finger skill, and prepares 

for vibrato, when more advanced tapping will be introduced. 
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Learning to Hold the Bow 

 The relaxed position of the right hand fingers while the arm is resting at the side 

resembles an “almost a perfect” 79 bow hold. The fingers are then rounded, as if holding a 

ball, to grasp the bow. A good bow position will not drastically deviate from this natural 

position. The thumb holds onto the thumb grip, while the index finger wrests on the silver 

slightly further up the bow than the other fingers. The middle finger (second finger), ring 

(third finger), and pinky (fourth finger) are equally spaced out on the stick above the frog, 

with the tip of the fourth finger resting on the top of the stick. 80

 The thumb, first finger, and second finger supply necessary pressure when 

approaching the tip, in accents, and in crescendos. Because of the central position of the 

second finger, it can also act in tandem with the lower fingers. The second, third, and 

fourth fingers can support the bow when approaching the frog, in piano dynamics, in 

diminuendos, and in lifted bows. 

  

81

 In a balanced bow hold, the student will “leverage between the front and back part 

of the hold.”

 

82 For good leveraging to occur, there must be adequate space between the 

thumb and first finger, and thumb and third/fourth finger. The fingers must therefore not 

slip up or down from their intended positions, as it will make playing difficult at the tip or 

frog depending on which way the hand moved. 83

 In order to produce bow-arm pressure, one must release the weight of the arm into 

the bow, letting the thumb and fingers merely “resist”

 

84 the collapse of weight. Rolland 

does not advise pressing the first finger down to get a bigger sound, but, rather using 
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“weight from your arm.”85

 The principle of rotary movement was first advocated by F. A. Seinhausen 

(1902)

 In order to let the bow-arm thumb offer necessary up-ward 

support to the bow, while simultaneously releasing arm weight downward into the string, 

rotary movement is necessary.  

86 who denounced the wrist movement as used by the Joachim school as inferior to 

rotary movements of the forearm. This inward and outward rotation of the forearm 

(“pronation and supination”87), in tandem with the use of rotary movement of the upper 

arm, are used to increase and decrease bow pressure. Bow fingers are used for nuance 

and general refinement of tone, but mainly act as conduits for the controlled release of 

arm weight into the string, and are not the “chief source [of pressure].” 88

 In order to have a balanced bow arm, the weight of the bow must rest on the string 

and the right thumb. The weight of the bow arm is thus released into the string at varying 

degrees. In order to prevent stiffness, the bow arm is allowed to rise at all times, which 

helps keep the shoulder joint flexible. In Rolland's own words, the student should “Avoid 

tension caused by gripping or supporting the bow excessively.”

 

89

 To prepare for the bow hold, Rolland introduces the following action study with a 

pencil.

 

90 Begin by letting the arm hang by the side, and form a circle with the thumb 

wresting on the first joint of the second finger. Place a pencil between the tip of the bent 

thumb and second finger, making sure not to stiffen the thumb. Next, place the first finger 

on the pencil just below the middle joint, wrap the third finger wrap around the pencil, 
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and let the fourth finger curve and wrest on top of the pencil. Shake the hand and move it 

freely while holding onto the pencil. 

 Holding the bow with a regular bow hold requires many of the same actions as 

holding a pencil. Rolland now supplements the pencil with the bow.91 Students are to 

form a circle with the thumb and second finger, and place the bow in-between the curved 

thumb and second finger (instead of the pencil). The second finger should rest on the bow 

directly above the thumb, maintaining the circular shape, with the thumb close to the bow 

hair. Next, students: place the ball of the third finger at the far side of the stick; wrap the 

first finger around the sliver; and place the tip of the fourth finger on the “inner side” 92

 “Shadow Bowing” action study can now be taught as a tool to promote forearm 

movement from the elbow.

 of 

the bow.  

93 Forearm movement is a vital bowing skill that will keep the 

bow straight when played on the string, and is easily isolated in shadow bowing. 

Maintaining a good bow hold, students place the bow on the left shoulder, and pretend to 

play. During this exercise, it is important to make sure the bow and arm are in one plane. 

The upper arm and forearm should move in a swinging motion, with the forearm opening 

and closing from the elbow joint. 94 

 Other action studies for learning to hold the bow include “Roll the Arm” and 

“Rock the Bow,” both of which are silent playing exercises.

 

95 Rolling the arm entails 

placing the bow on the strings and moving the bow, arm, and hand across all four strings 

without pulling the bow. This loosens student’s shoulders, and prepares for string 
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crossings. Rock the bow is a salt shaker movement done at the balance point that relaxes 

the arm. Either of these exercises may be reviewed when tension is present.  

 The teacher should assist the student individually with his first bow strokes. 

According to Rolland, the teacher should make sure the violin hold and bow are 

positioned well, and have the student play several short strokes at the balance point to 

understand up bow versus down bow. The bow should “not be placed over the 

fingerboard, not too close to the bridge, but about half way in-between.”96 In the video, 

Rolland tells the students to keep “all fingers curved”97 regarding the placement of bow 

fingers. “Place and Lift”98 and “Balancing the Bow”99

 

 action studies are additional 

resources for achieving good bow hold.  
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Playing at the Middle with Short Strokes 

 Playing in the middle of the bow is a good place for beginning students to start on 

the string strokes because it is the easiest part of the bow to control. In specific, this is the 

middle third of the bow where the upper-arm, forearm, bow, and violin make a “perfect 

square.”100 This area is also the easiest to control bow pressure, because about half of the 

weight is supported by the bow arm, and the other half by the string (which is not so at 

the tip or frog).101

 The initial tendency of students, when pulling the bow, is to move from the 

shoulder, “using the entire arm as a unit.”

 

102 While this motion is necessary for all 

subsequent bowing movements, it is only effective by itself in short, medium speed 

strokes. When strokes become longer than approximately “an inch or so,”103 the forearm 

movement must be combined with the slight swinging of the upper arm. In all strokes 

(especially longer ones), it is important for students to combine upper arm and forearm 

motion, as otherwise, the bow will move in a curved path.104

 When first attempting bowing stokes, Rolland has students begin at the balance 

point. Using very short strokes of about one inch, students play their first strokes using 

upper arm movement only. This movement should come from the shoulder and resemble 

a “pendulum swing.”

 

105 Students now gradually increase the length of the stroke through 

adding forearm movement to the elbow. Even with the strokes elongating, the upper arm 

will always move in tandem with the forearm. Rolland adds, “Avoid immobilizing the 

elbow and shoulder!”106 
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 Students are now instructed to play using name and word rhythms (which appeal 

greatly to young children) that they can create, or borrow from famous songs. Students 

can play rhythm patterns that also utilize string changes, or play open string harmonies 

with recordings or familiar melodies (see list of works on page 92). Next, slur patterns 

may be introduced that involve string crossings. Make sure students do not jerk the bow 

during string crossings, and test to see if students have any excess tension through 

“shaking” the pupil's elbow.107

 “The Rebound”

  

108 action study helps students become aware of good tone quality, 

and learn good bow placement, pressure, and speed for tone beginnings. Students are to 

place and lift the bow at the balance point several times, followed by plyaing play single 

down-bow strokes (while still at the balance point). While practicing “The Rebound,” 

students should be constantly listening to and improving their sound quality. The 

variables that they have to think about are sounding point, how much hair is contacting 

the string, bow speed, and bow pressure.109

 A common problem beginning players have is they tend to stop the bow abruptly 

when ending strokes, “choking” the sound.

 This action study may be practiced at various 

dynamic levels. 

110 There are two alternatives to this mistake: 

1. Continue supporting the weight of the bow in follow-through movement in the air after 

the stroke has finished 2. Release the bow pressure as the bow is gradually stopped on the 

string.111 The first approach may be used at the end of a phrase, or when the rest is long 

enough to lift the bow. The second option may be used when the down bow release is 
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followed by an up-bow, or when the rest is too short to lift the bow.112 Several practice 

methods for isolating release through open string practice may be found in “Refining 

Tone Releases.”113 In the corresponding video to this chapter, Rolland concludes: 

“Freedom of movement contributes to a resonant sound.”114
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Establishing Left Hand and Finger Placement in the First Position 

 The correct hand placement position for the left hand is at first uncomfortable to 

the beginner. Because of this problem, several common mistakes are made: 1. Collapsing 

the wrist toward the player. 2. Bending the wrist sideways, with the hand leaning to the 

right. 3. Squeezing the neck between the thumb and first finger. 4. Tucking the hand 

under the neck. 5. Pressing the finger forward toward the bridge.115

 To overcome these problems, the pupil must understand several things. The 

forearm and hand should form a “strait line”

 

116 when viewed from the players right, and 

from the scroll. The first finger of the left hand should wrest on the edge of the 

fingerboard, in line with the e-string. The first and second fingers should contact the 

string “slightly left of the center of the fingertip.”117

 When the left hand is completely relaxed, the upper three fingers gravitate 

towards each other, with the first finger resting further back on the fingerboard. Without a 

conscious attempt to shape the fingers of the left hand, they will naturally fall into this 

“native”

 It is important that slight adjustment 

is always possible, and that the player not develop a rigid grip.  

118 position. To organize the left hand fingers for basic first position, the first 

finger will have to be “pulled back,”119 and the fourth finger will need to be “poised 

forward.”120 Because it is easier to place the fingers down on the fingerboard, and more 

difficult to lift them, emphases should be placed on “lightening downward pressure,”121 

and energizing lifting movements. Furthermore, through left hand pizzicato, and 
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emphasis on the octave interval (0-3), Rolland establishes a foundation for good left hand 

position.122

 Left hand pizzicato is introduced to students early on to help “mold student’s 

hands to the fingerboard.”

 

123

 In The Project, three markers where used on the fingerboard. A dot was placed at 

the first finger mark in first position, at the first finger mark in third position, and at the 

octave above the open string. These markers helped students with finger placement in 

first position, as well as the middle positions. 

 Students are instructed to hold their instruments in playing 

position, with their left hand in middle positions (fourth finger over the octave marker), 

and pluck with their third and fourth fingers. This technique should be practiced for many 

months.  

124
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Principles of Left Hand Finger Action 

 As the left hand begins molding to the fingerboard, there are several variables to 

consider for each student, including size and shape of hand.125 Hand elevation and thumb 

placement can be determined through having the pupil play a fourth on one string (first 

finger and fourth finger). The player should be able to reach a fourth, as well as an 

augmented fourth, “without undue effort.”126

 The proficient player makes adjustments to the left hand while playing, and does 

not have a “static hand position.”

 These fingers (first and fourth) form the 

basic frame of the hand, with the middle fingers naturally following their lead.  

127 When using vibrato or trills, a slight move 

backwards in left hand position can aid the first and second fingers through relieving 

tension in “the base joints.”128 Contrastingly, when the wrist is brought forward, tension 

is released from the muscles of the third and fourth fingers, which may help with vibrato. 

The majority of the time artists use a balanced position where the wrist is between these 

two positions. In this position, the left forearm and back of the hand form a strait line.129

 The elevation of the left hand is defined as the height of the hand in relationship 

to the fingerboard. Rolland uses the lowest crease in the left hand index finger as a gauge 

for elevation. The elevation of the hand should change with respect to which string is 

being fingered: higher on the lower strings, and lower on the higher strings.

 

130 Generally 

speaking, a broad hand with short fingers operates best with a low elevation, and a 

narrow hand with long fingers at a high elevation.131 
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 According to Rolland, the role of the left thumb “is to provide support for the 

instrument and counteract the pressure of the fingers.”132 The thumb should always be 

“light and sensitive,” never squeezing the neck.133

 To determine the thumbs natural lateral position, Rolland suggests simply closing 

the hand.

 The thumb placement is determined by 

personal preference, yet there are several guidelines regarding its placement.  

134 It is in this position that the thumb is experiencing the least tension. If one 

where to move the thumb too far behind, or in front of this center, the thumb muscle will 

become cramped. In terms of placement of the thumb on the instrument, the player may 

choose to place it anywhere from and “A flat to B flat or even B natural on the G 

string.”135

 Because the height of the thumb varies greatly with the individual player, the 

contact point of the thumb may be anywhere between the “base of the thumb, and the 

inside of the nail phalanx.”

 

136 When thumb support is closer to the nail joint, as a rule, the 

thumb wrests further back on the neck. Contrastingly, a forward placement of the thumb 

is usually paired with a deeper neck placement. An artist will constantly vary the 

placement of the thumb as needed in the moment. Excessive gripping is generally caused 

by one or both of these factors: poor placement of the violin on the shoulder; and angling 

the thumb sideways on the neck.137

 The player should place his fingertips on the string with “efficiency”

 

138 to obtain 

the best tone. The angle of finger placement can be greatly influenced by the movement 

of the elbow right or left. When the elbow is too far to the left, the fingertip strikes the 
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string on its outer side, which interferes with the resonating of the string above it. If the 

elbow is placed too far to the right, the fingertip partially misses the string, and exerts 

excess finger pressure.139

 The elbow should change positions in adjustment to the string and playing 

position. It should be further under the violin for notes on the G string, and “swing to the 

left” when playing on the E string.

 

140

 The fingertip contacts the string at angles varying from “steep to flat.”

 The elbow also moves to the right in order to 

accommodate higher positions. 

141 Due to 

the natural shape of our hands, the first and second fingers rest at a steeper angle than the 

third and fourth fingers. A steeper placement benefits fast passages, whereas the flat 

placement enhances vibrato and melodic passages.142

 The base of the first finger helps counterbalance the pressure of the thumb and 

support the instrument, but is not always used.

 

143 When intensive vibrato is used, the base 

of the first finger needs to free itself from the neck. In soft, small frequency vibrato, a 

small brushing on the fingerboard of the first finger is beneficial to tone. Some players 

with broad hands and short thumbs avoid this contact all together. The important thing to 

remember is that the contact of the fist finger “should not hamper free movement.”144 If 

the first finger has a high level of tension, keep the first finger contact with the neck 

higher than that of the thumb in order to eliminate the first finger as a primary source of 

support.145  
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Extending the Bow Stroke 

 Once the pupil has mastered good motion patterns and tone control in short 

strokes, he is ready to begin playing extended strokes. With long bow strokes, the teacher 

should emphasize total body action, which benefits “balance, coordination, and 

relaxation.”146

 In “Wandering,”

 To develop good movement away from the instrument, invite students to 

swing their arms to the pulse of an easy going piece. Next, review “Flying Pizzicato” 

action study, which promotes large body motions and weight transfer (page 115, Chapter 

9).  

147

 “Silent Bow Transfer” action study approximates the feeling of correct bow hold 

at the frog and tip, and also helps students “develop control in placing and lifting the 

bow.”

 students explore all areas of the bow using a variety of 

rhythms. First, students are to place their bow on any string at the middle, and play 

continuous strokes without lifting the bow. While continuing to play continuous strokes, 

students move the bow towards the tip, and then back towards the frog. This exercise 

may be practiced with varying rhythms while all parts of the bow are explored.  

148 Students are instructed to place the bow at the middle of the bow on any string, 

and then lift and place it at the tip (with careful attention to correction positioning). Once 

at the tip, students silently roll the bow across all four strings. Next, they repeat the 

previous action, only now they place the bow at the frog rather than the tip. At the frog, 

students should practice “Rock the Bow” (see Rolland, page 82) to make sure their bow 
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hold is loose. “Short Strokes with Lifted Bow Transfer” piggy backs off of the previous 

action, adding short strokes at all locations in the bow with varying rhythms.149

 In “Rebound with Long Strokes,” the weight transfer and timing are identical to 

“Flying Pizzicato,” but the student is now adding the bow.

  

150

 

 Students are instructed to 

place the bow on the string near the frog, and play successive down bows, each one 

longer than the last until the whole bow is used. This basic action should be reviewed 

frequently, as it is integral to producing good tone.  
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Developing Finger Movement 

 The three basic movements of the fingers are “vertical, horizontal, and across the 

strings.”151 The most important factors in finger movement are “positioning and speed,” 

and not “force.”152 As previously discussed, finger angle must again be emphasized. 

Always move the “whole finger,” not just part of it. This means all movements should be 

made from the base of the knuckle. 153

 When the fingers are down on the fingerboard, the nail of the first finger is turned 

“towards the players face,”

 

154 and the center of the fingertip contacts the string. The 

finger should incline towards the G peg (not right or forward). The left hand should be 

well on the right side of the neck, and not underneath it.155

 Rolland first introduces the use of the first fourth finger in its low placement (a 

half step above third finger), and later in its high placement. It is not possible to keep the 

same arc in the fourth finger as in the other fingers when extending. The fourth finger is 

curved in the low position, but becomes straighter when reaching into the higher 

positions.

 

156 Rolland recommends playing tune fragments which involve skips in the 

fourth finger. Several such tunes include “Lightly Row;” “America;” “Row, Row, Row 

Your Boat;” “Mary Had a Little Lamb;” and “On Top of Old Smoky” (see page 125). 

When practicing fourth finger exercises, help support the fourth finger through keeping 

another finger on the string when possible.157

 Rolland establishes correct angle of the first finger in “Vertical Finger 

Movement”

 

158 through isolating movements of the first and second finger. This is 
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accomplished with the use of rhythmic variation, slurred notes, open strings, and 

repetition. Once vertical finger movement has been mastered, the student is ready for 

“horizontal finger movement,”159

 The most common mistake in horizontal movement is moving the entire hand 

rather than adjusting through isolated finger movements.

 which is when a finger has to extend forwards or 

backwards within the same position to reach a sharp or flat.  

160

  

 This means the thumb will 

not move from its location. Rolland recommends practicing horizontal movement 

through playing variants of chromatic patterns involving extending and retracting fingers 

(see page 127 for excerpt examples). 
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Basic Shifting Movements 

 Rolland believed shifting movements should be introduced within the earliest 

stages of violin playing. Rolland said learning shifting movements early on would “instill 

a feeling of a dynamic and mobile left arm.”161 The practice of shifting can help create 

freedom of movement, and dissolve left arm tension resultant in the common sole use of 

first position in beginning students.162

 Rolland teaches three basic positions: “first position, middle position, and high 

position.”

 Large body movements should be introduced first 

in shifting: flexing and extending the left arm, while allowing outward rotation of the arm 

(to help with shifting into higher positions). The first shifting movements are imitative, 

silent, and without finger pressure. In shifting, as in everything playing related, jerky 

starts and stops should be avoided.  

163

 “The Octave Game with Harmonics and Other Fingerings”

 These positions have been explored from the beginning of this method in 

“Left Hand Pizzicato,” “Tapping,” and “Swinging of the Left Arm.” These, and further 

shifting studies, help to define the proper relationship between the shoulder, arm, thumb-

placement, and instrument.  

164 action study 

consists of playing harmonics on each string with the fourth finger (using long bow 

strokes); alternating open strings with their octave harmonics; playing the harmonic with 

the third, second, or first finger; alternating the finger used on the octave; and playing 

accompaniment to students alternating octave harmonics with open strings. 
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 In “Long Silent Shifts,”165

 In “Stepwise Shifts,”

 students place the second and third fingers on any two 

strings and shift between the first position and the top of the fingerboard. The elbow 

swings to the right when ascending, and to the left when descending. The fingers will 

start off more vertically in the lower positions, and will become flatter towards the higher 

positions. Now to add the bow, play a first position false harmonic with the third finger; 

and with the bow, play all of the natural harmonics until the highest position is reached. 

Repeat this exercise coming down from the higher positions. Next, practice this action 

with the second and fourth fingers. After “Long Silent Shifts,” it is time to give a student 

a melody which employs shifting. 

166 students begin by playing a short, two bar melody of any 

familiar song or tune in the first position. After playing this, the student then plays the 

melody in the second position. To practice getting to second position, using left hand 

pizzicato, pluck the first finger in first position, shift to second position, and pluck the 

new first finger. After playing the melody in the second position, continue to transpose 

the melody up and isolate each shift in the same way. The next stage is to do the same 

exercise testing pitch accuracy using “Ghost Tones,” which are played very lightly with 

the bow.167

 Students are now ready to include shifts within a melody fragment. Several 

melodies are recommended, including “Lightly Row,” “Mary Had a Little Lamb,” and 

“Row, Row, Row Your Boat.”

 

168 When shifting, release the thumb and finger pressure to 

slide up, and “tap” the left hand thumb against the neck to relax it.170 
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Bouncing the Bow 

 Students enjoy bouncing the bow, which is both “beneficial and stimulating” for 

the beginner.171 Controlled practice of bouncing the bow can help develop balance and 

bow control.172 For the first spiccato experiments, it is suggested to use the “Early Bow 

Hold.”173

 The bow can be bounced without gripping: “hold the bow lightly for spiccato 

bowing.”

 In order to find the thumb second finger axes for this bow hold, find the 

balance point and mark it with tape or chalk. This is a slightly higher playing position 

that makes the bow feel lighter, thereby giving the player more ease and natural 

movement than with the regular hold. Once bouncing the bow with the “Early Bow 

Hold” has been mastered, the student is ready for spiccato practice with the regular bow 

hold. 

174 Begin with “Silent Bouncing” in which the bow is bounced vertically against 

the strings in varying rhythms (several rhythms are provided on page 136-137).175  This 

should make almost no sound. Practice bouncing at different places in the bow between 

the balance point and middle, always maintaining a “light and rounded” bow hold.176

 

 

Further exercises utilize alternating groups of détaché and spiccato, strings crossings with 

spicatto, and rhythmic variations taken from familiar tunes of simple melodies.  
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Martelé and Staccato 

 Martelé and staccato bow strokes both demand a high level of control from 

players. Because of the nature of these strokes, students will develop more control in 

contacting and releasing the string. The main difference between smooth and accented 

tones is the way in which the beginnings of notes are approached. In smooth tones, the 

bow arm movement “anticipates bow pressure,” whereas in accented tones, bow pressure 

“anticipates movement.”177 In playing accented tones, the mistake many students make is 

applying pressure and moving the bow simultaneously, creating a “smooth pressure 

accent” rather than a crisp, articulated accent.178

 One should think of the martelé accent as a result of the bow resting on the string 

with additional weight applied by the relaxed arm. After the initial impetus of the note, 

much of the weight of the arm is released while the bow is still in motion. After the 

completion of the stroke, the weight of the bow arm again rests on the string.

 In order to present these strokes to 

students in an organized way, first play accented notes with substantial rests in-between. 

This gives students time to apply pressure just before the attack of each note.  

179

 “Pendulum-like swinging”

 

180 of the bow arm should be encouraged in accented 

notes. This motion increases pressure on the down-bow and decreases pressure on the up 

bow. This swinging motion will eliminate the possibility of a crunched sound at the end 

of accented notes, however, too much swinging will cause the player to play two strings 

rather than one.  
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 Here are the steps Rolland outlined to create the accented martelé stroke: place 

the bow on the string near the balance point; add weight until the bow hair comes close to 

the stick, and then release pressure (practice this multiple times); use the starting pressure 

to play very short eighth note strokes where you lift after each note has decayed (practice 

these notes in all areas of the bow); now lengthen the short strokes to quarter notes and 

do not lift after their release.181 Make sure to begin each note with a bite, and in doing so, 

prepare each note with bow pressure. Each note must be “short and clean, and start with a 

little explosion of sound.”182

 Next, students are introduced to the martelé-staccato stroke with short bows 

(martelé-staccato denotes two or more short strokes on the same bow)

 

183

 

 through familiar 

tunes “Old MacDonald,” and “Jingle Bells;” and martelé-staccato with long bows in 

Haydn's “Surprise Symphony.” Finally, Rolland suggests the use of varying martelé-

staccato rhythms, played in all different parts of the bow, beginning with triplets, and 

continuing to sixteenths, quintuplets, and sextuplets. All of these varying rhythms may be 

applied in varying combinations through scale practice.  
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Developing Flexibility 

 It is important in the early stages of learning not to give much attention to isolated 

movements of the wrist and fingers, as the coordination of the pupil may be disturbed. It 

is for this reason that, up until this point, Rolland has emphasized the motion of larger 

parts of the body, including the “knees, waist, shoulders, upper arm, and elbow.”184 In 

Rolland's view, the “less concentration on small movements, the less is the danger of 

fixation of joints adjacent to the moving part.”185

 In sequential action, motion is initiated through large limbs and is transferred to 

small limbs.

 This is not to say movements of the 

wrist and fingers should be restricted, but rather encouraged to occur without the student 

thinking about them.  

186 In bowing, movement should begin in the shoulder (if not the waist or 

legs), and travel through to the wrist and fingers. The fingers should become more curved 

for the down-bow, and slightly straiten for the up-bow.187

 Rolland is very specific about what needs to happen in the body for smooth bow 

changes to occur. At the frog, lead with the upper arm. As the bow approaches the frog, 

let the arm change direction wile the hand, fingers, and bow conclude the up-bow.

 

189

 The ensuing action studies in Chapter Fourteen are designed to refine legato 

playing through the use of sequential motions, and continue the development of a flexible 

bow arm. Throughout these actions, the teacher should continue to encourage flexible 

 

With this style of bow changes, there is continuous sound and motion, and no stopping of 

the sound. 
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weight transfer in the entire body. “Motion Continuity” action study emphasizes follow-

through after bow strokes, and is one of the first exercises that uses consecutive whole up 

and down bows.188

 If your student is having trouble with weak, stiff fingers or wrists, Rolland 

recommends practicing “Silent Bow Gymnastics.”

 

190 In “Silent Bow Gymnastics,” the 

sequence of actions is as follows: hold the bow vertically and rotate the bow through 

bending and stretching the thumb; repeat the first exercise with the bow at the level of the 

lowest and highest strings (vertically and at a forty-five degree angle); hold the bow 

vertically, and crawl up and down the stick with the fingers; “teeter-totter” the stick with 

the fingers, using the thumb as fulcrum horizontally and vertically. 191

 For “Drop-Lift”

 

192 action study, students hold the bow vertically with curved 

fingers (in “frog” position), and drop the hand from the wrist joint, extending the fingers 

and thumb downwards. Repeat the first step, and now lift the hand from the wrist joint to 

come back to the starting position. “Drop-Lift” should be repeated many times to learn to 

bend and extend the fingers and thumb.193

 In order to demonstrate the feeling of continuous control of opposing muscle 

groups during bowing, Rolland suggests “Pulling and Pushing the Bow Against 

Resistance” action study.

  

194 In this exercise, the student holds the bow and pretends to 

play a down-bow while the teacher holds the bow stationary. Without resistance, the 

students tone will remain weak. Resistance is essential for the production of “even 

sustained strokes.”195 
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First Steps in Vibrato Teaching 

 In order to produce high quality vibrato, the player must produce quick, consistent 

changes in the quality and density of contact between the string and finger.196 It is 

important that the pressure required to hold down the string not cause the fingers or wrist 

joints to stiffen, as this causes the sound become labored.197 In order learn or teach 

vibrato, we must first understand it's fundamental principles: vibrato is regular, and 

movements are reasonably even; the average speed is approximately 6.5 vibrato cycles 

per second; the average width (amplitude) is a quarter tone; width is greater in louder 

dynamics, and narrower in soft dynamics; the wave like motions of the players fingers 

must allow the finger to continue pressing and holding down the string without undue 

pressure.198

 Vibrato, defined in its most basic terms, is a swinging of the left hand “towards 

the face...and away.”

 

199 The back and forth movements of each vibrato movement must 

be produced with a single impulse. This impulse drives the first movement of the vibrato, 

after which, the hand returns to its starting position on its own. Vibrato can be taught 

early on as long as the left arm and hand are well positioned and free of tension.200

 Although the movement of the fingertip on the string is what causes vibrato to 

occur, this movement is dependent on the movement of muscles in the “hand, forearm, 

upper arm, and even the shoulder.”

 

201 Each player combines movements of these body 

parts differently, and therefore has a slightly unique vibrato. The ultimate goal should 
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always be a beautiful sound, produced by “efficient motion patterns” with the least 

possible effort.202

 Preparatory actions for vibrato include: in and out movement of the left wrist to 

eliminate stiffness; tapping the thumb against the neck to release tension; moving the 

thumb up and down, back and forth, releasing tension; and practicing vibrato motion on 

top of the right arm. Rolland outlines the following action studies to get students 

practicing vibrato at the violin: 

 

 1. For “Tapping,” (as discussed under “Establishing the Violin Hold”) hold the 

violin in playing position with the left hand in the middle positions, and thumb under the 

neck. Reach around to tap the top plate of the instrument to the left of the lowest string. 

Use the thumb for pivoting the hand, and create a “whip-like”203 motion with the fingers. 

Tap in alternating rhythms. Now tap rhythms on the strings themselves. Rolland 

exclaims: “throw [the] finger, and let it spring back as if it were touching a hot stove!”204

 2. In “Action III: The Finger Vibrato,”

 

Combine tapping with “shuttle” (Chapter Four, Page 75) to tap rhythms in all positions.  

205

 3. Students are now ready to begin vibrato with their index finger away from the 

neck, which allows for greater range and freedom. This type of vibrato is commonly 

 have the pupil play tones with the 

second or third finger while manually moving the students hand back and forth to 

emulate desired motion. Next, have the student try and emulate that same feeling without 

assistance.  
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called “wrist” vibrato, although, as Rolland points out, it is the hand that is moving from 

the wrist joint.206

 4. Practice of vibrato in the “middle positions” allows for greater wrist flexibility 

than in first position.

 

207

 5. For “Tap and Hold,”

 In this action study, students are instructed to practice vibrato in 

the middle positions while playing open strings.  

208

 6. In order to further develop wrist and finger flexibility, students may practice 

“Pivoting Shifts.”

 tap the string with alternating fingers, and hold the note 

for several beats while swinging the hand in a vibrato motion. Alternate simple tapping 

with “Tap and Hold” using varying rhythmic patterns and notes. 

209

 7. In “Regulating the Vibrato Movement”

 In “Pivoting Shifts,” the thumb stays in one place while any left 

hand finger stretches between a natural first position note, and the extended version of 

that note (a half-step relationship). When extending this exercise to include whole steps, 

allow the hand to swing from the wrist. This action study can also be practiced with 

major and minor thirds. 

210 students practice controlling the 

timing of the vibrato movement. This is accomplished through “bumping”211 the left 

hand fingers against the right hand index finger. The right hand is placed directly 

opposing the left hand fingers in their most vertical position, so that the left hand fingers 

are touching the right hand index finger. Practice vibrato motions by moving the hand 

backwards and forwards, tapping the right finger four, five, and six times per second (and 
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seven once fluency has been developed). While making vibrato movements in half 

position, bump the first finger against the E string peg in this same manor.  

 8. In “Comparing Vibrato Speeds,”212 students play intermittent whole bows of 

one second duration with the third finger. The goal here is to practice consistent bow 

cycles on each note, up to 8 cycles per bow. Repeat this same exercise with the first and 

second fingers.213
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Sustained Strokes, Détaché, and Related Bowings 

 All bow strokes are produced through only three types of movements: “swinging, 

pulling, pushing, and their combinations.”214 Détaché, spiccato, and sautillé require 

mainly swinging action; sustained strokes and fast détaché are controlled pulling action; 

and martelé and staccato strokes use pushing action.215 There are combinations in 

between as well. For example, slurred staccato can be considered a sustained stroke that 

utilizes repetitious pushing actions.216 Because swinging actions are the most natural for 

beginners, and require the least effort, they should be practiced from the beginning of 

instruction. Sustained strokes require the greatest amount of control and tension, and are 

therefore the most difficult. Bowing problems generally occur when swinging strokes are 

mixed with controlled strokes (and vice-versa). A habit of practicing “too slowly” can 

contribute to this frequent problem.217

 Swinging strokes are slightly arched (generally corresponding to the bow arc 

itself).

  

218 The arching of the stroke should be the result of “involuntary upper-arm 

(humeral) rotation.”219 To achieve the proper swinging motion, the extension of the 

forearm must pronate with a slight counter-clockwise turning in the upper-arm. This type 

of motion, the involuntary movement of the upper arm, can be seen in every-day actions 

such as salt-shaking, or clapping.220

 After the initial impulse in swinging actions, the bow will coast, decelerate, and 

gradually reduce speed due to gravity. Understanding this structure in swing stokes help 

students to “assume a passive attitude after the initial impulse,” allowing them “coast” the 
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bow and lighten the bow hold.221

 Pushed strokes begin with an energetic “starting thrust,” followed by a “passive 

coasting of the arm and bow and sudden stop.”

 Rolland provides exercises for further developing swing 

strokes on page 218 (with instructions on 219).  

222 The piqué (collé), martelé, and martelé-

staccato belong to this group. Because of the constant stop and go movement of these 

strokes, the tempo of these bowings is limited. In order to develop martelé, the player 

must first master the collé stroke, and gradually increase the length of the stroke. It is 

important that pressure is released following the initial impetus of the note in order to 

avoid a “choked” sound.223 After finishing each stroke with an upward release (without 

leaving the string), immediately reestablish contact of the string in preparation for the 

next note. Martelé and staccato strokes should be practiced often, as they “promote 

clarity of articulation and vitality in playing.”224

 

 

Sustained Strokes 

 One of the greatest advantages of stringed instruments over other instruments is 

their ability to “sing at a wide range with an infinite variety of subtleties and tone 

colors.”225 Integral to the violins capacity for expression is the refinement and mastery of 

sustained strokes, known in the string world as the “son filé.” Sustained strokes demand 

particular attention to “point of contact, bow speed, and bow pressure.”226

 These three variables of sound production must be “properly matched”

 

227 to 

produce even tone. Any change of one of these factors has influence over the other two. 
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For example, if the bow pressure alone is increased, the tone will become choked. If only 

the bow speed is increased, the tone will become too thin. But if both of these factors are 

increased in correct proportions, they can result in a successful crescendo or increase in 

volume. During the early stages of teaching sustained strokes, the focus should be having 

a strait bow, even bow distribution, and even bow pressure at the point of contact.228

 Sustained strokes must be controlled, steady, and calm. The balance of the player 

must always be kept, even during large body motions. In Rolland’s words, “There is an 

evenly sustained tension in the arm and hand as if pulling a string apart with two 

hands.”

 

229

 Contrary to fast bow movements, there must be continuous control throughout the 

stroke in order to sustain slow bows. Because of this, these strokes do not lend to the 

same type of release found in fast movements. The player must hold the bow with a firm, 

yet flexible grip in slower strokes to keep the sound form becoming “indistinct.”

 The string can not respond to the high weight of the bow used in fast strokes, 

and it is hyper-sensitive to fluctuation of pressure and contact point. The bow must 

therefore be drawn with consistent speed at a close sounding point to the bridge where 

the string offers more resistance.  

230

 To better understand the slow stroke, Rolland uses the image of pulling against an 

imaginary horizontal resistance. This stroke can practiced through pulling the bow slowly 

above the string,

 This 

gripping will involve the third and fourth finger to a greater degree than in swinging 

strokes. 

231 and practicing portato bow strokes with evenly measured bow 
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divisions.232 Correct practice of sustained strokes will greatly improve tone quality, as the 

player must “carefully control the stroke from beginning to end.”233

 Understanding bow distribution is essential to creating a sustained sound in any 

dynamic. To crescendo or diminuendo, Rolland advises adding or subtracting bow speed 

in proportion with change of volume. It is important not to rush the bow at the bow 

change. It is common for student's breathing to become restricted during sustained 

passages, and it is therefore important to encourage inhalation during up bows where 

possible.

 

234

 The bow arm should be able to move more freely than the bow itself. This 

freedom is accomplished by leading with large body parts, and following in “chain-

like”

 

235 movements with the smaller body parts. Rolland likens this type of movement to 

“kneading thick dough.”236

 The arm rotation needed for sustained strokes is the opposite of that in swing 

strokes. In down bows, the elbow should be lower than in up bows, “changing direction a 

fraction ahead of the bow.”

  

237 This movement will help reduce the speed of the stroke. 

The right hand fingers can also help slow the movement of the bow through moving in 

contrary motion to the direction of the bow (up at the start of down-bows, down at the 

start of up-bows).238

 Because beginners usually use too much bow at the beginning of their bow 

strokes, the first action study provided by Rolland in this chapter teaches students to 

distribute the bow proportionately. In “Even Bow Distribution,”

 

239 students practice 
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whole bow strokes with even distribution starting with the longest of note values, and 

going to the shortest as they gain more control. This exercise is practiced at every 

dynamic level, as each dynamic demands its own level of control.  

 In “Developing Bow Pressure”240 action study, students learn to leverage with 

their entire arm to create bow pressure through turning the bow counter-clockwise. This 

rotation causes the elbow to rise and the second finger to form “an acute angle 

(approximately 45 degrees) to the stick.”241

 Another popular way to prepare for sustained strokes is practicing “shadow 

bowing.”

 Contrastingly, in releasing pressure, the arm 

is turned slightly clockwise. The typical fault in this exercise is that students produce 

pressure with the small muscles of the hand, rather than with the whole arm.  

242 In this action, students draw the bow above the string (about a half inch), 

simulating down-bow and up-bow strokes. In Rolland’s words, this action “promotes a 

firm bow hold and helps to develop bow control.”243 Furthermore, Rolland introduces 

“Action V: Portato Stroke,”244

 Rolland's “Action Study VI”

 an action study that utilizes the portato stroke to develop 

bow pressure that stems from the whole arm, not just finger pressure. 

245

 

 introduces sustained strokes in legato playing (son 

file). In this study, students play scales and arpeggios with sustained notes varying 

between two and eight beats. Students are instructed to listen for proper bow distribution, 

even tone, and smooth bow changes. These strokes are next practiced at varying dynamic 

levels: forte, mezzo-forte, and piano. 
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Détaché 

 Détaché bowing is not only the most common type of bow stroke,246 but it is the 

most important for developing tone and technique.247 Détaché strokes are single bow 

strokes which range in speed from slow to very fast. The slow détaché overlaps with 

sustained strokes. Rolland places the dividing line between détaché and sustained stroke 

at one second, where strokes faster than one second qualify as détaché, and longer strokes 

qualify as sustained.248

 In order to master the détaché stroke, the player must develop a “lightly and 

sensitivity balanced arm in which a slight involuntary rotation of the upper arm occurs 

with the other movements of the arm, wrist, and fingers.”

 

249 This rotation of the upper 

arm is evidenced in many ever-day actions, including “knocking on a door, clapping, and 

bouncing a ball against the floor.”250

 The opening and closing movements of the forearm are balanced by the rotation 

of the upper arm. During down-bows, the opening of the forearm (from the elbow joint) 

is balanced by the counter-clockwise motion of the upper arm, swinging the elbow up 

and to the right. During up-bows, the forearm is balanced by a slight clockwise rotation 

of the upper arm, swinging the elbow down and to the left.

 In experimenting with these every day actions, one 

will notice how the hand and elbow move in opposite directions, while the arm acts as a 

teeter-totter.  

251 
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 Rolland notes that research studies in kinesiology show rotary movements are 

more effective and less tiring than flexation/extension movements. Rotary movements 

should occur naturally, and involuntarily. They are signs of “correct motion synergy” 

which occurs when the body and arm are relaxed.252

 The three most common problems students encounter in détaché strokes include: 

stiffness in the elbow accompanied by an overactive upper arm; stiff shoulder joint with 

an overactive forearm and hand; and stiff fingers and wrist.

 

253 Some form of forearm 

movement should take place at all times. According to Rolland, “both the forearm and 

upper arm move all the time, with the proportion of the two fluctuating according to 

location in the bow and amount of bow used.”254

 The ensuing action studies, in Chapter Sixteen (Part II), feature simple, accented, 

and expressive détaché through repetitious, scalar note patterns and familiar tunes. The 

principle goals of these studies include: changing the bow smoothly; moving the upper 

arm and forearm simultaneously; and avoiding stiffness. In accented détaché, Rolland 

compares the articulation to pronouncing a medium consonant: “do-do,” or “go-go.”

 

255 

Students should change the bow quickly in the accented détaché stroke “without stopping 

the bow or sound.”256

 

 Furthermore, Rolland instructs the player to lead with the wrist and 

allow the fingers to bend and stretch in the process.  

Rapid Détaché, Sautillé, Tremolo, and Tremolo-Staccato 
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 Rapid Détaché, Sautillé, Tremolo, and Tremolo-Staccato bowings are fast 

repetitious actions. One of the most common misconceptions about these strokes is that 

they are a series of isolated movements, which causes the player to exaggerate the 

impulse on each movement and stop between strokes. Instead, the player should have a 

concept of continuous movement.257

 In fast détaché or sautillé bowing, the series of repetitious movements should be 

organized by slight or even imaginary accents, which define the rhythm and “spark” the 

action.

 

258 These accents are created through a slight “flip” of the elbow. The accent 

occurs in the down-bow, while the up-bow prepares for it. During these strokes, let the 

elbow be buoyant, and “rise and drop as a cork on water” to attain coordinated 

movement.259

 Fast détaché are generally played between the middle and the tip of the bow, and 

are closer to the frog for forte passages. The bow bounces in an area between the balance 

point and the middle (sautillé), where the elasticity of the stick is greatest. At the balance 

point, the stroke naturally turns from détaché to sautillé without any additional effort 

from the player.

 

260

 In order to find the best spot for bouncing the bow, turn on the metronome. At 

quarter-note equals sixty, sixteenth notes played with short strokes will begin to “flake” 

below the balance point.

 

261 At quarter-note equals ninety, sixteenth notes will bounce a 

little above the balance point. The repetitions must be very fast for the bow to bounce at 

the middle (approximately quarter = 152).262 To induce the bow to bounce, the direction 
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of the bow must not coincide with the direction of the stick, but should be at an angle to 

the stick (towards the floor). This vertical movement of the forearm will cause more 

prominent rotary upper arm movements than in détaché bowing.263

 “Action X” prepares us for rapid bow strokes. It is accomplished through forming 

a circle with the thumb and middle finger, and tapping the tip of the index finger against 

the palm of the left hand. This should be done at waist level, chin level, and with arms 

extended. Tap continuous eighth notes at speeds of quarter notes equals 80, 120, and 160. 

Next, tap controlled rhythms (examples provided on 173). This movement study 

simulates the rotary action necessary for rapid strokes.

 

264

 In “Rapid Détaché” action study, 

 

265 the student should try and play with the same 

ease as in the hand-tapping exercise. In order to avoid coordination problems with the 

fingers and bow, the fast détaché bowing is best learned practiced through repetitions in 

scales, and exercises. These short strokes may be played at various parts of the bow, 

“wandering” from frog to tip at varied dynamics. A general fault in this exercise is that 

movement is localized in the hand or forearm while the upper arm and shoulder remain 

stiff.266

 Rapid détaché and sautillé are performed with very similar body movements. It is 

because of their relatedness that Rolland begins with fast détaché in teaching sautillé. In 

order to initiate bouncing, the player will need to “hold the bow with the fingers more 

 Once the student demonstrates the ability to play with a balanced right arm, he is 

ready to practice rapid détaché in musical passages that require a greater level of bow to 

left hand coordination.  
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perpendicular to the stick (supenate) and move the bow in a more vertical direction 

(toward the floor).”267 Rolland’s sautillé action studies employ string crossings, and 

alternate between détaché and sautillé. The typical fault in these exercises is the selection 

of the wrong spot in the bow for bouncing.268

 Tremolo is a very fast, unmeasured détaché played with extremely short strokes 

near the tip (if forte, near the middle).

  

269

 

 Rolland recommends practicing tremolo on 

open strings, in scales, and at varying dynamic levels. The player should be sure not to 

stop hand motions during string crossings, and to change the height of the bow arm for 

each string.  

Tone Quality, and Tone Colors 

 Rolland provides several action studies that focus on special effects in color and 

tone: sul ponticello, sul tasto, and col legno. Sul ponticello requires the player to move 

the bow as close to the bridge as possible, producing a somewhat “shrill” sound.270
 Sul 

tasto is played over the fingerboard, and produces a “covered, velvety” sound.271
 

Rolland's action study for these strokes alternates sul ponticello and sul tasto, while the 

student compares the qualities of the two strokes. The biggest mistake made with these 

types of strokes is rotating the fingers with the hair towards the player, straining the 

wrist.272

 Col legno is a percussive effect whereby the player taps the stick of the bow 

against the string. The bow may be held in any position so long as the hand is not 
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strained. The recommended position involves holding the frog in the palm of the hand 

with the hair facing the player’s face. If the bow is rotated towards the fingers, the stick 

should face the player.273

 

 The action study, “Col Legno” alternates between arco and col 

legno patterns with varied rhythms.  
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Remedial Teaching 

 Rolland believed that in remedial work, just as in developmental work, “an 

awareness of the self, in feeling and visualizing efficient movement”274 would help 

develop good playing habits. Many intermediate and advanced students need remedial 

work due to faulty positions and “inefficient motion pattern.”275 Rolland cites Carl Flesch 

in saying that progress first depends on awareness and eradication of one's faults and 

weaknesses, and second on “the learning of new materials and repertoire.”276

 Another important aspect of progress is regular review of repertoire and 

techniques previously studied. Rolland says: “Only by frequent repetition and review can 

we establish reliable motor responses which are essential to good playing.”

  

277 In 

reviewing what the student has learned, the teacher should focus on sound “motion 

habits” in order to habituate them. On the other hand, “faulty movements and 

uncoordinated movements” should not be reviewed, as they may lead to deeper layers of 

faults.278

 It is vital that the teacher provide a clear and concise idea for what is needed to 

improve. This can be done through “vivid descriptions”

 

279 and demonstration by the 

teacher. Rolland's final suggestion for remedial teaching is to practice actions that require 

motion patterns that you would like to achieve as the end goal. The teacher may help the 

student along through manual assistance in the form of gently touching the wrist, fingers, 

and adjusting position and balance.280 As in theories of psychoanalysis, if the subject is 

not anxious or willing to undergo change in habits, there is little hope for success.281 It 
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may therefore be implied that correct attitude is of the utmost importance for learning to 

occur. The teacher must be psychologically creative in order to motivate students to want 

to change in order for change to occur in the students.  
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